una educación completa es fundamental para el fruto NASA is working with Univision Communications incorporated to develop a partnership in support of the spanish-language media outlets on air initiative to improve high school graduation rates prepare Hispanic students for college and encourage them to pursue careers in science technology engineering and mathematics or STEM disciplines it's a great extension of the efforts that we've been making to foster STEM education to support the president's educate to innovate program
the race to the top it all fits together

for us we're excited about the

opportunity to associate with anybody

that's promoting STEM sea parte SI possa

Kiva mente en luca's villa to see the

three year National Hispanic education

initiative is aimed at parents as well

as students la participación de los

padres y el éxito Academy NASA's been

pivotal partner of Univision and

coalition's is the very beginning NASA

really understands the importance not

only educating Hispanic youth as a

driving force of the use of the American
population the two is we want to put a

particular emphasis on ensuring that our

Hispanic youth protein science math and

technology we know it's a tremendous

opportunity for any student the

particular product community and NASA

has been pivotal in support

titled SLO momento the moment is now the

campaign's announcement was made at the

national press club in washington and

included comments from representatives

and other organizations partnering in

the initiative we have to educate our

way to a better economy that is the only

way we're going to get there we see
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00:01:40,328 --> 00:01:45,158
education as being the thing that really
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00:01:42,879 --> 00:01:47,769
levels the playing field in this country
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00:01:45,159 --> 00:01:50,079
that gives every young person the
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00:01:47,769 --> 00:01:53,849
opportunity to succeed succeed in their

48
00:01:50,078 --> 00:01:53,849
career and succeed in their life